
 

「限时转仓优惠」条款及细则：

 

This promotion is valid from December 1, 2023, until June 30, 2024, both dates inclusive 
("Promotional Period"). 

 证 账 账 纪 获

资 获

This promotion is only applicable to direct clients (Individual Account and Joint Account) of Chief 
Securities Limited ("CHIEF"), clients of Account Executive are excluded. The promotion is not 
applicable to Corporate Account and Institutional Account.

存入证券享超市礼券奖赏 

 须 胀 债 绿 债

债 资 获

The clients must successfully transfer in HK Stocks and/or US Stocks (excluding the iBond Series, 
Retail Green Bonds and the Silver Bond Series issued by the Hong Kong Government, and China A 
Shares) ("Eligible Stocks") during the Promotion Period, to be eligible for this promotion. 

 奖赏 额将 毎 内 证 额 详

The reward amount will be determined by the total stock transfer-in value of a client during the 
Promotion Period, according to the table below: 

积 额 赠 额



 

 积 额 该 证 数 计

The cumulative total stock transfer-in value is based on the multiple of the closing stock price on 
the trading day of the corresponding successful transfer-in and number of shares.

 积 额 计 币 计

To calculate the cumulative total stock transfer-in value, one US dollar is calculated as equivalent 
to 7.8 Hong Kong dollars in stock value. 

 内

Each client can only enjoy the offer once during the Promotion Period.
 额

This offer is only valid while stocks last.
 将 结 内 专 别 络 领 须 获 时

账 获 奖赏

Clients will be contacted individually to arrange collecting the supermarket coupon within 4-6 
weeks after the Promotional Period. To enjoy the above rewards, clients must still hold the same 
and valid account with CHIEF when collecting supermarket coupons.

 关 细则 请 阅 关 关

For the terms and conditions of supermarket coupons, please refer to the relevant supermarket 
coupons or contact the relevant company directly.

 转让 换现 权

须 应 负责 关 责 关

责 应 负责 对 关 诉 请 关 应

络

All supermarket coupons are non-transferable and cannot be exchanged for cash or any discount. 
CHIEF reserves the right to substitute with other supermarket coupons of equal value without 
prior notice. CHIEF is not a supplier of supermarket coupons and do not have the liability of the 
supermarket coupons. If you have any enquiries, comments or complaints about the supermarket 
coupons, please contact the relevant supplier directly.

 开 内 获赠 奖赏 则须缴 额 为 续费

If a client has received the above reward(s) and subsequently cancelled the account within 6 
months from the date of the account opening, a handling fee of an equivalent amount will be 
charged.

 资 综 账 内

Each eligible client’s integrated account can only enjoy the promotion once during the Promotion 
Period.

 权 细则 须

关 终 责

CHIEF reserves the right to cancel or delete, replace, supplement or amend any of the terms and 
conditions of this promotion without prior notice. CHIEF also disclaims any liability arising from 
any variation or termination of the offer or terms.

 议 终 权

CHIEF reserves the right to make the final decision in case of disputes.



 

项

资 仅 对 买卖 认购 载 资产 约 揽 议 证 进

资 阁 应负责 资 阁 应 阁 财 状 资 标谨 虑进 资 产 买卖 亏损

阁 须 细 虑 评 产 谘 专 顾问 财 状 资 标 资 财 状

对 资 损 负责

 
Important Notes 
The above information is for reference only. It does not constitute any offer, solicitation, recommendation, comment or any guarantee to 
the purchase or sale of any investment products or services. You should undertake your own research and study before you trade or invest. 
You should carefully consider whether trading or investment is suitable in light of your own financial position and investment objectives. The 
risk of loss in trading in financial products can be significant, you must carefully consider and assess the risks involved in the product or 
consult a professional advisor to ensure that your investment decisions are appropriate to your financial situation and risk tolerance level, 
taking into account your financial circumstances and investment objectives. The Company is not legally responsible for any loss or damage 
suffered by any person arising from the use of this material. 


